
The January 1 deadline has passed. Offices should
now have moved completely from Version 4010 to
Version 5010 of the HIPAA transaction standards, and
they should be using it to submit all claims.
But perhaps not surprisingly, there is a brief

reprieve – for 90 days.
It comes because the changeover has been such a

tremendous undertaking, affecting every entity that
deals with electronic patient information, that not
everybody has been able to complete it.
Some offices have tested Version 5010 but have not

started using it exclusively. Others haven’t starting the
testing at all. Some are even still waiting for their
vendors to supply the software upgrade.
Thus, the Office of E-Health Standards & Services,

or OESS (the government office that enforces HIPAA)
will not require a complete changeover until April 1.
In the meantime, payers will still accept claims in the
old version – but only up to a point.

if the office is a little slow . . .

Any office that has not completed the 5010 testing
with its Medicare contractor will get a notice from
Medicare saying it isn’t in compliance. The office will
then have 30 days from the date of the notice to sub-
mit a transition plan.
There’s no set format for the plan. The office sim-

ply has to tell what steps it has already taken to move
to 5010, what steps it still needs to take to get to full
use of it, and when it’s going to do what.
If it doesn’t submit a plan during the 30 days,

Medicare may (or may not, depending on individual
circumstances) tell the contractor to reject the office’s
claims.
Either way, the office will have to be in complete

compliance by April 1.

if the office is very slow . . .

What if it’s not possible for the office to get com-
pliant by April 1?
Do two things, Medicare says, because at that point,

all claims submitted with the old version will be
denied.
First, contract with a clearinghouse. A clearing-

house can translate Version 4010 claims into version
5010 language and send them on to the payers. That
will allow the office to stay in business while it gets
up to speed with 5010.
And second, Medicare says, either get a line of

credit or extend the current one. The office may expe-
rience payment delays when it finally does make the
move to 5010, and if it does, it will need the extra
cash.

why version 5010?

Version 5010 is the new version of the standards for
making HIPAA transactions, including sending and

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

By following strict procedures,
New York office has ‘a stellar year’
For a three-physician New York City surgery practice, 2011 was

“a stellar year.” And it attributes its success to the fact that every-
body follows strict and detailed procedures.
Procedures produce efficiency, says administrator VERONICA

L. MOGERMAN of Manhattan Surgical Associates. And efficiency
means the office operates at top capacity and staff give patients top
quality service. And that translates to good marketing.
The procedures are nothing more than good general business

principles, she says. For the most part, they standardize every job.

• The work stations. Staff are cross trained in just about every
job, and the procedures start with rules that make it possible for
them to sit down at any desk and immediately take over the job.
The top drawer of everybody’s desk holds the stapler and paper

clips and other general supplies. And everybody’s file drawer has
the files labeled the same way. Even the medical assistant’s files are
kept in an order “that anybody can understand.”
Also, everybody’s forms are organized either alphabetically or

numerically, are labeled, and are kept on a shelf within reach of the
desk. So if a patient has to sign a document or fill out a form, the
replacement staffer knows exactly where to find it. There’s no time
lost to “I wonder where that form is . . .”

• The system. Another procedure is that patients calling for
appointments get immediate scheduling.
That’s possible because every staffer knows how to use all the

applications of the practice management system. So whoever picks
up the call knows how to schedule and can handle the request. The
caller isn’t put on hold and transferred to somebody else.
The same for billing questions. Almost all the staff – and

Mogerman as well – can look at the account and answer the ques-
tion. The only staffer who can’t do that, she says, is the medical
assistant, “but she can schedule and also fill in as receptionist.”

• The telephone. When staff get a patient question they can’t
handle, they don’t immediately transfer the call or ask to take a mes-
sage.
The procedure is to say “Tell me what your question is. I will

help you if I can.” They listen to all the patient has to say, and if
they can’t resolve the matter, they send the patient to the correct per-
son or take a message with a promise of a callback that same day.
“There’s no passing the buck,” Mogerman says. The approach is

“Staffer A is out today, but I want to hear what your problem is.”
That applies even to clinical questions. The staffer hears the

patient out and gives the complete message to the physician. And an
(continues at right)
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(continued from page 1)
receiving claims. The upgrade is required by federal
law.
It’s a better system than the current 4010 and will

speed up the electronic submission process, particular-
ly eligibility and claim status requests and referral
authorizations.
But mostly, the new version is required because the

current 4010 doesn’t support ICD-10. It’s not possi-
bile to submit claims with ICD-10 codes using 4010.
And there’s no time to waste in starting 5010 because
ICD-10 will take over October 1 of next year. And it
will be an immediate changeover for everybody – no
grace period whatsoever. �

A long list of benefits
that staff appreciate and
any office can afford
A question MOM gets often from readers is what

benefits they can give their staffs in an economy that
doesn’t allow for any extra expense.
In response, we researched the benefits medical

offices as well as in other types of businesses are
offering.
Some are astounding. Google, for example, pro-

vides free haircuts, financial assistance for adoption,
free lunches, and an on-site doctor. A Japanese com-

This month’s idea (continued)
additional procedure is that the staffer pulls the chart
and clips the message to it so the doctor can return the
call without having to hunt for the chart. And all the
doctors return all their calls by the end of the day.
• The up-front collection work. Procedure has also

increased the office’s cash flow.
Surgeries are expensive, Mogerman says, and very

few patients know what their insurance will cover or
how much they will be responsible for.
So at the outset, she explains to the patient what the

procedure is and what the estimated total cost is and
how much the insurance will cover.
Then she tells the patient that the office requires a

percentage of the total amount up front and that when
the insurance company pays the office, the office will
refund any overpayment to the patient. For patients
who can’t pay the full percentage, she sets a payment
plan.
A key point is that the percentage she quotes is

more than what the office expects the patient-pay
amount to be. Consequently, the office has all but
eliminated its collection work. “There are more refund
checks than collection calls.”
Revenues improved by 60% the first year the office

started that procedure.
• The billing procedures. Cash flow has been

improved further with a simple billing procedure.
Like most practice management softwares, the

office’s system can produce reports that identify errors
on claims. So the procedure is to use that function
with all claims. And the result is that claims go out
clean and get paid faster.
Along with that, the office automatically sends the

operative report for every claim. “The payer is going
to ask for it,” she says, so the report gets mailed the
same day the claim is submitted, and that eliminates
the extra step (and time) of waiting for the request and
then pulling the file, making copies, and mailing the
report.

• The supplies. Even the supply orders are stan-
dardized. That’s done with a spreadsheet that covers
all the items the office orders. It shows the name of
the product, when it was purchased, the vendor’s
name, the quantity, order number, amount delivered,
and so on. With all that information laid out, it’s pos-
sible to see immediately where to order an item, how
much to order, and what the cost should be.
In addition, because space in New York City is both

scarce and expensive, she has negotiated storage for
the forms and chart folders until the office needs
them. That allows the office to get the bulk price sav-
ings and bring in supplies as needed. And because the
orders are large, most vendors don’t charge for either
the warehousing or the extra deliveries.

• The reinforcement. To be of any value, proce-
dures have to be clear and they have to be followed,
Mogerman says. So each one is written out and
reviewed from time to time at staff meetings “so it
becomes second nature to everybody.”
With records, for example, the rule is that no

record leaves without the patient’s signature. So when
copies are sent out, the procedure is to log in what
information is sent, when, and where it goes.
Going over that procedure from time to time

ensures that staff always remember to follow it.
The same with the cashiering. There are procedures

for entering transactions and tallying up the day’s
deposits, and they get reviewed periodically in staff
meetings.
With clear guides and constant reinforcement, the

manager doesn’t have to “waste time checking up on
people,” because mistakes don’t happen. What’s more,
the office runs as efficiently as possible, which in turn
means staff have time to give patients their full atten-
tion.
“Staff have to give the same good service the doc-

tor does,” she says. If their service doesn’t measure up
to the quality of the medical services, “they detract
from the doctor’s stature.”’ �
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pany even gives a one-day “heartache leave” each
year to female employees who lose at love.
But on the practical side, these are the inexpensive

and free perqs and benefits managers say their
employees value most.

near the top of the list is time

Flexibility in the paid time off. In one national
job satisfaction survey, employees rated paid time off
as their most valued benefit after health care. And it
was a close second.
Employees don’t necessarily want more days off

but flexibility in using their days.
What they like most is getting a block of days they

can use as they want.
They also like being able to carry a few days over

to the next year. There’s no guide on how many. Some
large corporations are quite generous there. But most
smaller offices don’t allow more than one or two car-
ryovers, because they can’t do without the staffing.
People also like being able to take hours or half

days off instead of full days. That lets them use a few
hours for an appointment without losing a full day.
Employers like it too, because they still get coverage
for the day and don’t have to bring in a part-timer.
Flexible work hours. This too is a treasured bene-

fit, because it lets people match their work hours to
their living hours.
And again, the office benefits because it can get

more hours of staff coverage for the same salary cost.
The approach that’s easiest to manage and most

useful is to stagger the hours so some staff come in an
hour early, some work regular hours, and some come
in an hour late.
That’s a good benefit for a staffer who has to drop

children off at school early. It’s also attractive to a
commuter who wants to miss the heavy traffic hours.
And the office gets two free staffed hours, one in the
morning and one at the end of the day.
Occasional telecommuting. On the financial side,

telecommuting gives the employee gas savings, which
is particularly attractive for somebody who has a long
commute. But mostly, the attraction is that the extra
time at home creates a better work-life balance.
Not every position lends itself to telecommuting.

And for a medical office, it requires extra attention to
patient confidentiality.
There’s also the drawback that the manager has to

put requirements on and also oversee the quality and
amount of work the staffer is expected to produce
from home.
But where it is a viable option, most employers say

telecommuting increases productivity. Part of the rea-
son is that the employee doesn’t have to deal with the
constant interruptions that occur in an office. But

equal to that is the fact that people don’t want to lose
their telecommuting privileges and so make an extra
effort to give their employers good work from home.
Most employers allow no more than one day a week

of telecommuting.

education is a two-way benefit

Speakers. Some companies invite educational
speakers to staff meetings.
Sometimes the speakers provide job education. For

a medical office, that can be topics such as record
management or HIPAA compliance. There can also be
clinical topics. Some managers routinely have a nurse
or one of the doctors explain some procedure the
office performs or a diagnosis it treats often.
Some employers go further and bring in speakers

who address topics of personal interest – a broker
talking about how to invest or a nutritionist address-
ing weight loss or a psychologist talking about ways
to relieve stress. Many professionals – especially
those just starting out – give presentations at no
charge as a way to promote themselves.
Education from another office. Send one or more

staffers to visit another office that is successful in
record management or a new computer program or
scheduling or patient education.
The staff at the other office explain what they are

doing and the benefits they see from it, and the visi-
tors come back and make a presentation on what they
have learned and how the office can set up a similar
program.
Some managers make it a one-time event. Others

routinely exchange programs with several offices.
Professional association memberships. Managers

in all types of professional offices promote staff mem-
bership in and certification from professional associa-
tions.
It’s a good benefit because it allows staff to

advance in their jobs and also build their resumes.
And the office gets a better educated, better qualified,
and more professional staff.
It’s also possible to get marketing from the certifi-

cations by mentioning them in the office’s mailouts
and on the website.
There are professional associations for all types of

clinical staff as well as for administrative staff from
medical transcription to coding to billing to general
office work.

recognition is mostly free

Peer recognition. A psychologist recommends let-
ting staff vote every month or every quarter on the
person they believe has done the most outstanding job
in some area. It can be patient service, office service,
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or whatever the manager wants to focus on.
The winner gets a prize, and the best prize is time,

perhaps an extra vacation day. But it can also be a
bonus or a gift, though with a value high enough to
reflect what the staffer has done for the office.
Because it’s not the manager but the other staff who

choose the winner, the award is a significant one.
And again, there’s a benefit to the office. The pro-

gram promotes good performance because everybody
puts extra effort in whatever area the manager want to
improve.
Personal recognition. All management consultants

say the benefit that most motivates employees is
recognition for outstanding work. And the recognition
does not have to be expensive
A handwritten card from the manager saying no

more than “thank you for doing such a good job on X”
is significant to the point that most employees will
save it.
Give the same compliment again in a staff meeting,

and the benefit is doubled, because now the staffer has
peer recognition as well.
Appreciation. Follow the lead of Google. Hang a

whiteboard on a wall for staff to write down ideas.
Tell them that ideas of all types are welcome and to
address patient satisfaction, office operations, or any-
thing that will improve or make a difference to the
practice.
Google’s theory is that ideas pop into people’s

heads at odd times and are usually forgotten if they’re
not written down fast.
Discuss the ideas at staff meetings and give credit

to the people who have come up with them.

everybody likes food

Breakroom food. Some employers keep the break-
room supplied with free cold drinks as well as coffee
and tea. Others adds free snacks to that.
Friday lunch food. Some managers order in lunch

once a week. Friday is usually the day staff most
appreciate it. Again, there’s benefit to the office.
Having staff sit down to lunch together promotes
camaraderie.
Once-in-a-while food. Management consultants

say people respond well to occasional and unexpected
benefits, and in the food area, that can mean ordering
in dessert one afternoon or setting out coffee and
bagels in the break room from time to time.

the little extras count too

Bulk purchase discounts. Some managers share
their purchasing discounts with staff. If the office gets
a good bulk price or something such as over-the-
counter medicines or cleaning supplies, the manager

lets staff go in on the order and take advantage of the
savings.
Credit card points. Some offices pay their bills

with credit cards wherever possible and use the
rewards points for staff benefits such as tickets or
miles or cash rewards.
The reward amounts can be significant, particularly

if the office pays for its computers and large equip-
ment with cards.
Parking and transportation. Because of the

expense of gasoline and parking, assistance here is an
appreciated benefit.
Some managers give out an occasional $25 gas card

or transit pass. Others negotiate a block of convenient
parking spots in the building. Some give a parking
allowance.
Trinkets. Even the smallest things count as bene-

fits.
One manager keeps an eye out for small extras that

he can give to staff. When he goes to a conference, for
example, he collects the gift handouts in the exhibit
hall and then lays them out on a table for staff to pick
up. Or when he gets a gift card or a coupon for coffee
or whatever, he gives it to a staffer on a Friday after-
noon.
It’s not an earned reward, he says. He simply hands

it to any staffer with a thank-you for the week’s
efforts. �

With EEOC complaints,
it’s the investigating that
will keep the office safe
When a staffer complains of any type of employ-

ment law violation, “the cornerstone of the office’s
defense” is going to be the investigation, says
employment law attorney DIANE M. PFADEN-
HAUER.
It’s the investigating that determines whether some-

body is guilty and if so, what discipline is appropriate.
Do it wrong and the manager will have to answer
some tough questions later, possibly in a lawsuit.
Pfadenhauer is president of Employment Practices

Advisors in Northport, NY, a human resources firm
that specializes in employment litigation consulting.

get an attorney on the phone

Pfadenhauer’s first word of advice is don’t do any
investigation without calling an attorney.
Do that so the office can claim attorney/client privi-

(continues on page 8)
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Index to medical office manager – 2011
These are the articles that appeared in MOM during the past year. They are listed

chronologically by topic. This index is a good reference for tracking past information.

health care reform
The ACOs start organizing January 1 and operating April 1;

health care reform begins in earnest – December
The near future: one bundled payment for both hospital and

physician services – September
An outline and explanation of the four types of bundled

payments – September
The new terminology for the upcoming bundled payment

system – September
All the facts about those Accountable Care Organizations

(a MOM mini seminar) – July
Accountable Care Organizations are at the starting gate; they’re

the beginning of health care reform – April

electronic prescribing
A bit of Q&A on where e-scripting is now and where it’s going

to be later – August
Medicare gives a few more e-scripting exemptions and more

time to file for them – June
Last chance! June 30 is the final day for e-scripting! Claims

have to be filed by July 31 – May
E-script by June 30 or don’t get paid; payments for 2012 and

2013 are at risk – March
The e-prescribing visit codes for 2011 – February
Don’t forget e-prescribing; only six months to avoid the pay

cuts it carries – January

EHRs andmeaningful use
EHR statistics show that only 10% of doctors are in line for the

bonuses – February
Doctors can – and should – register now for EHR’s meaningful

use bonuses – January
Here’s where to find certified EHR software – January

marketing
Maryland practice increases revenues by focusing its marketing

on patient comfort – November
Indiana manager expands marketing to billboards and TV and

gets a significant number of new patients – September

HIPAA
A short checklist to see where the office is now standing on

Version 5010 – November
Last call! Change over to HIPAA 5010 by January 1 or don’t

get paid! – October

No time to waste on HIPAA’s 5010 standards; everybody’s
deadline is January 1 – July

Two not-so-easy HIPAA issues: notifying patients when a
vendor gets private information by mistake and protecting
the record when a staffer sues a patient – March

Medicare
Enrollment revalidation is necessary, but not till Medicare says

it’s time to do it – October
A new pay cut a-cooking: the value-based modifier will take a

bow in 2015 – September
The who, what, and how much of the new 10% bonus for

primary care physicians – May
A bit of clarification on that one-year deadline for filing

Medicare claims – March
An outline of the new face-to-face requirement for home

health – February
A face-to-face visit is now required for home care certification

– January
Medicare gives a 10% bonus for primary care services – plus

10% to surgeons – plus wellness exam pay – January

technology
Any medical office can be a wide-open target for computer

hackers – November

managing staff
How a New Jersey manager turned a time clock and layoffs into

actual staff benefits – December
More nightmare staffers: the excuser, the downplayer, and the

attention getter – October
For effective and fair reviews, use few numbers but plenty of

judgment – October
Lots of ways to make managment easier: interview and hiring

tactics; understanding personalities; motivation methods;
morale builders; performance improvers; perqs that go a
long way; productive job reviews; and how to garner staff’s
respect – August

How to say ‘your performance is unacceptable,’ ‘you don’t
deserve a raise,’ and ‘you’re being laid off’ – August

Mississippi manager sets up a win/win way to put a fast end to
personal internet use – July

How to address poor behavior with a short, nonconfrontational
conversation – May

A quick way to find out what opinions staff have about their
manager – May

Louisiana manager uses reward points from credit cards to
provide good staff bnefits – May
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Dealing with the blamer, the cryer, and the poor listener – April
Georgia manager finds silly solutions to the everyday staff

complaints and ends the tension – April
How to get new job descriptions written – March
What to say to the staffer whose work and behavior don’t meet

expectations – March
Illinois manager gives staff MAGIC wands (‘Making A Great

Impression Counts’) to recognize top service – February
At every staff meeting, Michigan manager asks for marketing

and customer service recommendations – February

improving the revenues
21 good ways to get paid and increase the revenues – all of

them simple, all of them easy – September
New Jersey manager gets more than $5,000 in savings just by

asking the vendors ‘can you match this?’ – August
Colorado manager saves money by investing in IT support

training – June
The keys to better revenues: a 10-day collection letter plus some

basic office procedures – January

office management
Ask a staffer ‘why are you leaving?’ and expect a few surprise

answers on how the office is being run – October
Colorado manager improves operations by meeting with the

doctors every week – October

legal issues
What to do when a needlestick exposes a patient – October
Staff use of social networks is a danger nobody even dreamed

of four years ago – April
Online job applications carry serious ADA issues – February

patient management
Essential office etiquette for the disabled patient – February
A little psychology: How to handle an angry patient and not get

sued for malpractice – February

professional advancement
The key to being a successful manager is assertion, not

aggression – December
Surviving the bully doctor: do it carefully lest sombody get

fired – December
The tricks to weathering office political issues – November
Delegate. No manager can be in charge of everything – October
In the professional world, looks count for both the doctors and

the manager – September
Here’s how to detect a staffer’s lie – July
How to be a strong manager even when the doctors want to

control everything – July
Want to stay employed? Never join forces with a doctor – May

How to make a good presentation to the medical staff – April
How to move from staffer to manager and become the boss to

old friends – January

employment law
At-will employment can die in the sneakiest ways – December
When the economy goes down, claims crop up: don’t give a

reference for an agreement not to sue; don’t ask a staffer to
resign instead of being fired; be wary of disciplining long-
term staffers; before disciplining, get the staffer’s side of the
story; be wary of zero-tolerance policies – November

Age discrimination risk increases drastically as the economy
tightens – October

Wage and hour issues can slip in quietly and create absolute $$
havoc – August

Investigating a complaint is serious business; don’t overlook
any of these items – July

New employment law items: family duty discrimination, salary
conversations, changing a staffer’s job, requiring physician
notes for sick days, and denying vacation requests – June

Two new items to watch out for: disability discrimination and
retaliation for protected activities – April

hiring and firing
Safe firing means leaving no room for misunderstandings – May
When firing a staffer, the concern is safety – both physical and

legal – February
The key to a good hire is a good resume as well as good body

language – January

ICD-9-CM and CPT coding
ICD-9-CM and CPT coding update:

– CPT updates start with E/M code revisions – December
– A final look at the ICD-9 updates for 2012 – November
– The ICD-9 updates, respiratory to genitourinary – October
– The ICD-9 updates, infections to circulation – September
– Alzheimer’s codes plus two related 2012 updates – August
– Coding menopause and its symptoms– July
– Here’s what acute MIs will look like under ICD-10 – June
– The summer plagues: insect bites and Lyme disease – May
– Coding arthritis and hip and knee replacements – April
– The new vaccination codes, otitis media, ABS – March
– CPT’s 2011 updates from radiology to the end – February
– CPT’s 2011 updates in the surgery section – January

A complete list of the CPT updates for 2012 – November
ICD-10 dates and facts to be aware of – August
Last-minute updates to ICD-9-CM bring 43 new codes – July
A complete list of the ICD-9-CM updates for 2012 – June
Who can do the counseling for vaccine administrations? – April
ICD-10 is a giant change with no room for error – March
Five points about ICD-10 to remember – March
How to code welcome exams and wellness visits – February �
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(continued from page 5)
lege later if it wants to. And it may need the protec-
tion.
Suppose the office does its own investigating for a

sexual harassment complaint and finds nothing to sub-
stantiate the allegation. But the employee disagrees
with the decision and sues.
Because there’s no attorney/client privilege, all the

notes are discoverable. And there may well be some
iffy points in those notes that the office doesn’t want
the other side to see.
On the other hand, in most states, if an attorney

does the investigating, the information is privileged
and not available to the other side, so the iffy points
can’t be used against the office.

take every complaint seriously

Pfadenhauer’s next item of advice is to take every
complaint seriously and investigate it.
It’s not uncommon for a manager to get a complaint

or overhear talk about how Staffer A is being harassed
and brush it off as idle talk.
Do that and the door to trouble opens wide, she

says. If the staffer comes back with a lawsuit, the
office will not only have to defend itself against the
original claim but will also have to explain why it
knew about the violation and did nothing to protect
the victim.
Whenever there’s a complaint or evidence of

wrongdoing, an employer has to be able to show “that
it had all the bells and whistles in place” and respond-
ed appropriately with “prompt remedial action.” When
there’s knowledge of a situation that’s potentially
harmful to an employee, “it has a legal obligation to
make it go away.”
If the office doesn’t investigate, it puts itself in a

dangerous position. If the victim can show there were
other issues that never got reported “because every-
body knew the office wasn’t taking it seriously,” the
trouble doubles.

objectivity saves the day

Objectivity is another essential.
And it has to be more than actual. It has to be per-

ceived. For example, if the investigator reports to the
accused, no matter how detached and impartial that
investigator is, anybody’s perception is going to be
that the investigation was a sham.
If the accused is a partner physician, the office has

to be extremely careful, she says, because a partner is
everybody’s boss. The safest approach there is to have
an outsider do the investigating, perhaps a consultant
or management advisor.
That’s the only way to keep things 100% neutral

and also eliminate the risk that a witness will say “I

didn’t tell the whole truth because I was afraid that
what I said would influence whether I got a raise.”

stick to the office’s policies

Office policy is yet another issue of concern.
It’s obvious an employer is going to lose if it

ignores its own policies, Pfadenhauer says, “but it
happens all the time.”
If a physician investigates complaints casually and

the manager does it according to the policy, it’s easy
to say the difference is evidence of discrimination.
“The newspapers are filled with stories” about

employers being lenient with senior executives but
following policy to a T with a staffer who is female or
older or whatever.

take notes – very good ones

Another safety net the office needs is complete
notes about the investigation.
The notes are the summary of what occurs “and

they have to be clear,” Pfadenhauer says. They also
have to be neat and professional. “The sloppier the
notes, the sloppier the investigation looks.”
If some are scribbled on paper napkins and scraps

of paper or if the conversations with some of the wit-
nesses aren’t documented at all, who’s going to
respect the office’s decision that the claim was not
supported?
Those notes are going to be challenged, and what

the other side will try to show is that the office fudged
or missed things or deliberately covered something
up. And the manager is going to end up facing the
question of “why did you write these notes on the
back of your hand while those are on the computer?”
Every note should carry a date and a time, she says.

Document the amount of time spent with each person
interviewed. Tell if anybody else was present. And list
whatever evidence each person gives.
Also document observations. Any evidence of

credibility or lack of it such as argumentativeness or
failure to make eye contact should be documented
along with what the person says.

don’t skip any witnesses

Interview every witness.
Don’t put a limit on the number of people who will

be interviewed, and don’t let anybody other than the
investigator decide who gets interviewed. Who gets
interviewed is the investigator’s call, “and anybody
who tries to influence it is a problem.”
Yet people do try to limit investigations, she says.

Sometimes there’s a political reason, but just as often
it’s a matter of wanting to finish the investigation so
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everybody can get back to work or, if the investigator
is an outsider, an effort to limit the cost.
In her own investigations, she says, senior-level

people have told her “So-and-So is never going to
meet with you.” And that’s the very person she insists
on interviewing.
Keep investigating until it’s obvious the allegations

are or are not valid.
To a great extent, that’s a judgment call. If some-

body alleges that 15 people saw the harassment, it’s
not necessary to interview all 15, but it is necessary to
talk with enough of them to verify that indeed there
were 15 witnesses.
If there’s a question of “why didn’t you interview

So-and-So?” the reason has to be far better than
“because they told me not to.”

get graphic

Don’t accept vague descriptions about what hap-
pened.
If the accuser says “he was really gross,” ask “what

do you mean by gross?”
Or if someone was supposedly drunk, ask how

much that person had to drink.
Of if a witness says a patient was angry, ask what

that patient did to show anger.
Or if a staffer says “he sends me abusive e-mails,”

ask for a definition of abusive. “It could be the e-mail
was ‘you need to do a better job.’”
The investigator also has to be ready to ask some

awkward and even disgusting questions, Pfadenhauer
notes. If someone claims to have been touched inap-
propriately, ask where and when and what the circum-
stances were.
Besides having the facts ready to answer a claim,

the office is going to have to tell the accused what the
claim is and what needs to be done about it. If there’s
a question of “what did I do?” the answer has to be
specific. Otherwise, how can that person know not to
do it again?

what if there’s no evidence?

“Just because there were no witnesses doesn’t mean
it didn’t happen.” And many times there aren’t.
Absent any evidence, tell the accuser that the office

can’t corroborate the allegations but that it neverthe-
less respects the complaint and wants the staffer to
feel free to bring any other concerns to the manager.
Also make sure the staffer understands that the

office’s policy requires people to report any infrac-
tions.
And afterwards, follow up with both sides to make

sure nobody has questions or is stewing about the out-
come.
What if the staffer asks what has happened to the

accused? Say only that the issue has been addressed
and should not happen again “but if it does, report it
to us.”
Whatever discipline is or isn’t taken with that per-

son “is nobody else’s business,” she says. Moreover, if
the accusation wasn’t true to begin with, talking about
it could be considered slander.

make the penalty fit the crime

Finally, make the penalty consistent with the crime.
There’s no actual scale to follow, Pfadenhauer

notes. Just make sure it passes the eye test – that a
outside looking at the situation would consider the
penalty reasonable and fair.
The severity of the penalty will depend on the

extent of the violation, and that varies with every
claim. It’s one thing to be graphic about compliment-
ing a woman’s looks; it’s another to demand sexual
favors from her. �

The 2012 CPT updates
from surgery to radiology

BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P

More on CPT’s 2012 updates.
Last month we reviewed the changes to the E/M

codes and the code additions in the integumentary and
musculoskeletal systems.
Here now is an outline of the surgery and radiology

updates, and next month we will finish the review.

the surgery updates

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
The updates here begin with the codes covering the

lungs and pleura.
New guidelines at the beginning of the section

explain what’s included in video-assisted thoracoscop-
ic surgery, or VATS, and thorascopy. Thoracoscopy
entails guidance with a video device. By contrast, tho-
racotomy involves opening the chest wall. An impor-
tant point to note in the guides is the tissue removal

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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requirements for diagnostic and therapeutic proce-
dures.
The new codes start with 32096-32098 for diagnos-

tic thoracotomy with biopsy. The first applies to biop-
sies of lung infiltrates, which are fluid and matter
around the lung as opposed to a nodule. The second
shows biopsy of a nodule. And the third shows biopsy
of the pleura, which is the outer lining of the lung.
Next are 32505-32507 for therapeutic thoracotomy

where a wedge or piece of the lung is taken out, per-
haps as treatment for lung cancer.
The first code shows that only one wedge is taken

out, and the second is an add-on code for each addi-
tional wedge.
The third code shows that tissue is first taken out

for biopsy and immediately following that, the lung is
taken out.
There’s a terminology point worth noting here.

ICD-10 distinguishes among resection, excision, and
removal. Resection shows that all of a body part is
taken out, excision shows a portion of the body part is
taken out, and removal is used only when a device is
taken out. Thus, a lung is resected or excised while a
pacemaker is removed.
After that are codes 32607 to 32674 for thoraco-

scopies. They follow the pattern of thoracoscopy with
diagnostic biopsy of infiltrates, of nodules, and of the
pleura. Then comes thoracoscopy with resection of
one wedge, each additional wedge, and wedge fol-
lowed by a portion of the lung. And then comes resec-
tion of one lung segment, of two lobes, and of the
entire lung.
The last three codes are for resections to reduce the

lung volume in patients with emphysema.
A fine point here: code 32673 includes the resec-

tion of the thymus. But these are not open procedures,
so the notes say to use other codes if the thymus
resection is an open procedure. The same with code
32674. If the lymphadenectomy is open, use other
codes.

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
For pacemakers, there are a lot of new guidelines

explaining what the codes include. There is also a
good chart that lays out the coding for both pacemak-
ers and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators, or
ICDs, with single, dual, and multiple lead systems.
The updates simply make the coding more precise.
Insertion of a pacemaker with multiple leads is now

coded at 33221, and the two codes before it have been
revised to show single and dual leads.
Throughout are other new and revised codes to

show insertion as well as removal and replacement of
pacemakers and ICDs with single, dual, and multiple
leads. And note that all those new codes are out of
sequence.
Following those are new codes 36251-36254 for

catheter placement with an AV shunt created for renal
dialysis. Their definitions list a lot of included ele-
ments – the puncture, the catheter placement, the
image recording, the interpretation, and so on.
The first two of those codes are for unilateral and

bilateral selective placements, and the others are for
superselective placements. Selective means the
catheter is placed in a branch of the aorta or in the
access vessel, and superselective means it is placed in
an even smaller branch of the vessel.
Next are new codes for vena cava filters (37191-

37193). The first is for inserting the filter, the second
is for repositioning it, and the third is for retrieval.
The inferior vena cava is the main vessel that

returns blood from the lower half of the body to the
heart. The filter is a cage-like device that catches
blood clots to keep them from reaching the lungs.
The last new cardiovascular code is 37619 for liga-

tion or binding off of the inferior vena cava.

HEMIC AND LYMPHATIC SYSTEMS
Just one new code here, and it is 38232 for bone

marrow harvesting for transplant. The transplant is
autologous, which means the marrow comes from the
patient’s own body.
Along with that, code 38230 has been revised to

show allogeneic harvesting, where the marrow comes
from a donor.

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Three newcomers.
The first two (49082-49083) are for abdominal

paracentesis where excess fluid is drained from the
abdominal cavity. The codes show whether there is or
isn’t image guidance.
The third newcomer (49084) is for peritoneal

lavage where a saline solution is injected into the cav-
ity and then drawn out and analyzed, usually to detect
intraperitoneal bleeding.

NERVOUS SYSTEM
With codes for the spine and spinal cord, note that

there are a lot of new guides for injection, drainage,
and aspiration.
The updates here begin with electronic analysis of

an implanted drug pump.
Code 62367 has been revised to say that the analy-

sis does not include reprogramming or refill, and new
codes 62369 and 62370 have been added to show that
it does. Code 62370 says the procedure required a
physician’s skill.
After that are 64633-64636 for the destruction of

facet joint nerves by a neurolytic agent.
The facet joints are the stabilizing joints between

and behind the vertebrae. They can wear out and
cause chronic back and neck pain, and the neurolytic
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agent breaks up and destroys the nerves that are caus-
ing the pain.
The first two codes apply to facet joints in the cer-

vical and thoracic or upper areas of the spine, and the
other two apply to the lumbar and sacral or lower
areas.

the radiology updates

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
Just one new code here, and it is 74174 for comput-

ed tomographic angiography, or CT imaging of the
abdomen and pelvis with contrast material.
It’s a combination code in that it covers both the

abdomen and pelvis. The codes before and after it
cover the abdomen and pelvis individually.

RADIATION ONCOLOGY
In radiation oncology are new codes for intraopera-

tive radiation, or radiation treatment during surgery,
and they reflect advances in medicine.
In the past, when radiation was done during

surgery, the patient had to be moved from the operat-
ing room to the radiation department and then back
again for completion of the surgery. Now, however,
the radiation can be done in the operating room so the
patient doesn’t have to be moved, and the new codes
show that.
The first (77424) applies to x-ray radiation and the

second (77425) to electron radiation.
After that is 77469 for radiation treatment manage-

ment. That one code covers five treatment sessions
and requires at least one exam by the physician.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
The changes here start with codes 78226-78227 for

imaging of the hepatobiliary system, which is the
liver, gallbladder, pancreas, and bile ducts. The sec-
ond of those shows that drugs were used for the imag-
ing.
Next are 78579 and 78582 for pulmonary ventila-

tion imaging, often used with COPD patients. The
imaging shows how the lungs draw in air by tracing
the route of an inhaled aerosol. The second code also
shows perfusion, or how the air is distributed or per-
fused throughout the lungs.
After that are 78597-78598 for quantitative differ-

ential perfusion, which is another type of lung func-
tion study.
Those last four codes simply organize lung testing

procedures in a more logical order.

Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is
assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

To get staff engaged
in their jobs, ask for their
views and opinions
When people are engaged in their jobs, they’re hap-

pier and do better work.
How can the manager get them engaged?
Survey them. Ask what’s good and bad about their

jobs and about the office in general, says JUDY
HISSONG, a principle of Nesso Strategies, practice
management consultants in San Diego.
Employees like being asked for their opinions,

because it shows they are a respected part of the orga-
nization.

do it anonymously

For honest answers, do the surveying anonymously.
“People don’t want to give themselves away.” To be

frank, they have to know their responses can’t be
linked back to themselves.
To ensure anonymity, have staff fill out the surveys

online through a survey service. Or simply e-mail the
questions in a Word document and have them return
their responses in printed form.

open-ended plus a few options

To get a good response, ask open-ended questions
plus questions that offer options.
Suppose the manager wants to ask about morale.
An open-ended question is “What can we do to

make you feel more a part of the practice?” An option
question is “Do you think it would be beneficial to
bring in speakers at lunchtime? Make the schedule
more flexible? What else?” The options get people
thinking.

what topics?

What the survey covers is up to the manager.
Hissong’s advice is to focus on the things that could
be or need to be improved. She gives these examples.
Communication. A good topic because communi-

cation with management makes staff feel part of the
practice. Ask “How well does the office communicate
with you?” and “What can we do to make you more
informed?”
Also cover the opportunity for communication with

management: “Do you have good access to your direct
supervisor?” And follow that with “If not, what can
we do to make you feel more comfortable going to
your supervisor?”
Personal interest. Good performance depends to a

great extent on whether staff look forward to coming



to work and enjoy being there. And that in turn
depends to a great extent on whether the office takes a
personal interest in them.
Good questions here are “What’s one thing we can

do to make your work life better?” and “What’s some-
thing you can do to improve your daily routine?”
Resources. Nobody can do a job well without the

resources to do it:
What would help you be more efficient in your job?
What is the most difficult part of your job? Why is it

difficult?
What’s one thing we can do to make that part of

your job less difficult?
Do you have the training you need to do your job?
Hissong adds that technology is no longer the num-

ber-one training need because people have become
used to it. What’s needed is training in interpersonal
skills. People handle technology well; they don’t com-
municate well.
Benefits. Satisfaction here is important because

employee value their benefits. Some good questions:
What’s your level of satisfaction with our benefit

package?

What’s one thing about it you’d like to see done dif-
ferently?
What’s the one thing you don’t want changed?
Besides showing what staff want and aren’t getting,

the answers here could save a good bit of money.
There may be a wellness program nobody is using and
that could be dropped. Or the office may be giving a
parking allowance for a parking area nobody likes.

don’t ask for daydreams

Don’t ask questions about things the office can’t
change.
If the doctors aren’t going to add dental coverage to

the health plan, don’t ask staff if they would benefit
from dental coverage.
It may be appropriate to ask “What additional types

of coverage would benefit you?” But don’t mention
the dental coverage.

the unfixables

What if staff request a change the doctors won’t
allow?
Don’t put the blame the doctors. Don’t even say “I

disagree with them.” That puts the manager in league
with the staff and apart from leadership, and it shows
the manager carries no clout. “The manager should be
in the leadership camp, not the staff camp.”
If something can’t be fixed, simply say “we heard

you, we appreciate your comments, and if this remains
an important issue for you, we will revisit it.”
Similarly, Hissong says, don’t let staff know of any

disagreement with the physicians. In one practice she
managed, she worked for five years to get long-term
disability added to the insurance coverage. But she
never mentioned it to staff because she wanted them
to see her as part of the leadership, not fighting with
her own boss.
Staff want a leader, she says. They don’t want a

manager who ranks no higher than their own level.

make changes with fanfare

The job doesn’t end until action gets taken.
Don’t take the trouble to draw up the survey and

then sit on the answers, she says. That tells staff they
don’t much matter and that their opinions weren’t
worth consideration.
Respond. And do so with fanfare. Present it as “this

is what you said. We listened. And here is what we are
doing in response.”
Keep the fanfare even if the change was already in

the works: “your responses gave us confidence in the
direction we were going.”
It’s the fanfare that engages staff in their work and

makes them forthcoming with the next survey. �
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